Consultants
Council

The ITE
Consultants Council:
Voice for the Consulting
Community in ITE
ITE has created three employer-based councils—
Consultants Council, Industry Council, and Public
Agency Council—to provide value to the organizations
where ITE members work and to bring together leaders
in the public and private sector. These three councils
work both jointly and independently to shape the
strategic direction of ITE and influence the future of the
transportation industry.
Members of the Consultants Council are part of a
supportive and collaborative environment that include
small, medium, and large organizations with a wide range
of specialties, including planning, engineering, modelling,
deployment, operating, maintaining and/or supplying
equipment. Participation in the Consultants Council serves

as a springboard toward leadership at
the corporate level and offers a wealth of networking
opportunities with peers to share insights and experiences.
ITE looks to the Consultants Council, along with the
Industry and Public Agency Councils, regularly to
spearhead dialogue on emerging trends and key issues
as well as provide input on organizational needs such
as identifying a keynote speaker for the ITE Annual
Meeting and Exhibition or facilitating presentations in
other venues. While the Consultants Council will identify
specific activities or products to develop or offer, it may
also join with one or both of the other councils to create
programs, products, and services that provide value to
ITE members and other transportation professionals.

For general information, contact Kathi Driggs at kdriggs@ite.org. For membership information,
contact Colleen Agan at cagan@ite.org. www.ite.org/ConsultantsCouncil

MEMBERS

Member firms receive
an array of benefits, including:
• Recognition as a leader among transportation consulting firms
through all ITE communication channels;
• Ability to influence the development of new ITE programs, products, and services
as well as initiatives in the transportation industry;
• Connection with other Councils on projects or activities
of common interest;
• Collaboration and mentoring with companies of all sizes
and varying resources
• Member-only networking and peer exchange through ITE’s e-Community;
• Discounts on access to ITE services such as job postings through the ITE Career
Center
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Dues: The annual fee to join the ITE
Consultants Council is 100% re-invested to
support the Council’s products and services.
The annual fee is tiered to provide access to
firms of all sizes.
Membership Tiers and Annual Fees
•
•
•
•

Sole Proprietorship — $100
2-50 employees — $250
51-250 employees — $500
251 and over employees — $1,000

